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dicates which strand it is located on). The evolutionary
process that operates on the chromosome can thus be seen
Evolution operates on whole genomes by operations that
a transformation of signed orderings of genes.
change the order and strandedness of genes within the genomes. as We
are particularly interested in the following rearrangeThis type of data presents new opportunities for discoverments: inversion, transposition, and inverted transposition.
ies about deep evolutionary rearrangement events, provided
Starting with a genome G = (g ; g ; : : : ; gn ), an inversion
that suÆciently accurate methods can be developed to rebetween indices i and j , i < j , (for unsigned genomes we also
construct evolutionary trees in these models [3, 6, 7, 15, 17].
require j  i + 1) produces the genome with linear ordering
A necessary component of any such method is the ability to
accurately estimate true evolutionary distances between two
(g ; g ; : : : ; gi ; gj ; gj ; : : : ; gi ; gj ; : : : ; gn )
genomes, which is the number of rearrangement events that
If we have j < i, we can still apply an inversion to a circutook place in the evolutionary history between them. We
lar (but not linear) genome by simply rotating the circular
present a new technique called IEBP, for estimating the true
ordering until gi precedes gj in the representation | we
evolutionary distance between two genomes, whether signed
consider all rotations of the complete circular ordering of a
or unsigned, circular or linear, and for any relative probabilcircular genome as equivalent.
ities of rearrangement event classes. The method is highly
A transposition on the (linear or circular) genome G acts
accurate, as our simulation study shows. This simulation
on
three indices, i; j; k, with i < j and k 2= [i; j ], and operstudy also shows that the distance estimation technique imates by picking up the interval gi ; gi ; : : : ; gj and inserting
proves the accuracy of the phylogenetic trees reconstructed
it immediately after gk . Thus the genome G above (with
by the popular distance-based method, neighbor joining [1,
the additional assumption of k > j ) is replaced by
20].
(g ; : : : ; gi ; gj ; : : : ; gk ; gi ; gi ; : : : ; gj ; gk ; : : : ; gn )
1. INTRODUCTION
An inverted transposition is the combination of a transpoThe genomes of some organisms have a single chromosome
sition and an inversion on the transposed subsequence, so
or contain single chromosome organelles (such as mitochonthat G is replaced by
dria [4, 18] or chloroplasts [7, 17, 18, 19]) whose evolution is
(g ; : : : ; gi ; gj ; : : : ; gk ; gj ; gj ; : : : ; gi ; gk ; : : : ; gn )
largely independent of the evolution of the nuclear genome
for these organisms. Many single-chromosome organisms
In the Generalized Nadeau-Taylor model [16], inversions,
and organelles have circular chromosomes. Given a sintranspositions, and inverted transpositions occur on each
gle chromosome, whether linear or circular, gene maps and
edge. Di erent inversions have equal probability, as do difwhole genome sequencing projects can provide us with inferent transpositions and inverted transpositions. Each model
formation about the ordering and strandedness of the genes,
tree has two parameters and , which are the probability a
thus representing each chromosome by an ordering (linear
rearrangement event is a transposition or an inverted transor circular) of signed genes (where the sign of the gene inposition, respectively. (The probability for a rearrangement
to be an inversion is thus 1
.) The number of events
This research is supported by the David and Lucile Packard
Foundation. Mailing address: Dept. of Computer Sciences,
For circular genomes, the \strandedness" of a gene, also the
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sign in the representation, is relative; it depends on which
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strand is chosen that corresponds to the \positive" strand in
the identity genome. Also, the position in the representation
depends on which gene is chosen in the rst position. That
is, the representation is equivalent under rotation, and reversal and changing the sign of the whole sequence at the same
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on each edge e is Poisson distributed with mean e . This
process produces a set of signed gene orders at the leaves of
the model tree.
Let T be the true tree on which a set of genomes fG ; : : : ; Gn g
has evolved. Every edge e in T is associated with a number ke , the actual number of rearrangements along edge e.
The true evolutionary distance
(t.e.d.) between two leaves
P
Gi and Gj in T is kij = e2Pij ke , where Pij is the simple path on T between Gi and Gj . Using good estimates
of true evolutionary distances between genomes greatly improves the performance of distance-based methods (in particular, the neighbor joining method (NJ) [20] { see [1] for
the proof for NJ's error tolerance). Obtaining t.e.d. estimates when analyzing DNA sequences (under stochastic
models of DNA sequence evolution) is understood, and wellstudied [22]. However, very little work has been done on
obtaining t.e.d. estimates between whole genomes; only the
special case of estimating the actual number of inversions
between genomes has been solved [5, 21].
In this paper we present a general analytical technique for
estimating the true evolutionary distances under the Generalized Nadeau-Taylor model. This technique applies to
datasets that are either signed or unsigned, circular or linear, and for many other rearrangement classes.
The organization of this paper is as follows. We de ne our
notation in Section 2. In Section 3 we show the derivation
and error bounds for our estimation. The technique is then
checked by computer simulations in Section 4; our study
shows the performance of neighbor joining, the most popular
distance-based method, is improved when using the IEBP
distance correction. We summarize our results in Section 5.
1

2.

DEFINITIONS

We rst de ne the breakpoint distance between two genomes.
Let genome G = (g ; : : : ; gn ), and let G be a genome obtained by rearranging G . As in [21], we say that two genes
gi and gj are adjacent in genome G if gi is immediately followed by gj in G , or, equivalently, if gj is immediately
followed by gi . A breakpoint in G with respect to G is
de ned as an ordered pair of genes (gi ; gj ) such that gi and
gj are adjacent in G , but are not adjacent in G (neither
(gi ; gj ) nor ( gj ; gi ) appear consecutively in that order in
G). The breakpoint distance between two genomes G and
G is the number of breakpoints in G with respect to G
(or vice versa, since the breakpoint distance is symmetric).
For example, in the two circular genomes G = (1; 2; 3; 4; 5)
and G = (1; 4; 3; 2; 5), there are three pairs of adjacent
genes in G but not in G : (1; 2), (2; 3), and (4; 5), so the
breakpoint distance between them is 3.
Let Gn be the set of all genomes of n genes. As will always
be speci ed by the context under discussion, all genomes
have the same form: signed or unsigned, circular or linear. Each genome G can be represented as a permutation
of f1; 2; : : : ; ng if it is unsigned, or as a permutation of
f1; 2; : : : ; ng if signed. A rearrangement  is a signed
permutation on the n genes; the domain of  is Gn . For
any G 2 Gn , let G be the genome obtained by applying
 on G. Two rearrangements  and  are e quivalent if
 G =  G; 8G 2 Gn . A rearrangement class E acting on Gn
is a pair (A(E); fE ), where A(E) is a set of rearrangements
with nonzero probability of taking place, and fE (jG) is the
probability that rearrangement  takes place on genome G,
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for a given  2 A(E) and G 2 Gn . We say the random variable of rearrangements  on genome G is of rearrangement
class E if  is in A(E) and has distribution fE (jG).
Let G = (g ; g ; : : : ; gn ) be the signed genome of n genes
at the beginning of the evolutionary process. (If G is circular, we assume the representation is canonical; that is,
g = 1.) For any k  1, let  ;  ; : : : k be k random
rearrangements of rearrangement class E, and let Gk =
k k : : :  G (i.e. Gk is the result of applying these k
rearrangements to G ). We say0 that
Gk evolves under E.
Given any
linear
genome
G = (g ; g 0 ; g 0 ; : : : ; gn0 ; gn0 ) 2 Gn ,
where g0 and gn0 are sentinel genes, we de ne the function
Bi (G); 0  i  n by setting Bi (G) = 0 if genes gi and
gi are adjacent, and Bi (G) = 1 if not; in other words,
Bi (G) = 1 if and only if G has a breakpoint between gi
and gi . We have the same de nition when0 G is circular, except B (G) = 0 for all G 2 Gn , and gn = g0 for
Bn (G), so compatibility in summation indices is preserved.
We denote
the breakpoint
distance between two genomes G
and G0 by BP (G;P
G0 ). Let Pijk = Pr(Bi (Gk ) = 1); then
E [BP (G ; Gk )] = ni Pijk .
Assume the rearrangement to act on G is . We make the
following de nitions:
 s(ijG; E) = Pr(Bi (G) = 1 j Bi (G) = 0),
 u(ijG; E) = Pr(Bi (G) = 0 j Bi (G) = 1),
 Sep(ijG; E) = f 2 A(E) : Bi (G) = 1g, and
 Uni(ijG; E) = f 2 A(E) : Bi (G) = 0g.
We focus on rearrangement classes E where fE is independent of k and G, and s(ijG; E) is independent of G. The
three rearrangement classes in the Generalized Nadeau-Taylor
model, namely the class of random inversions, the class of
random transpositions, and the class of random inverted
transpositions, satisfy these requirements.
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3. THE IEBP T.E.D ESTIMATOR
3.1 Introduction

In this section we show the derivation and properties of
our t.e.d. estimator. We start in Section 3.2 with the simple
case of rearrangement event classes where the breakpoints
satisfy the Markov property, and nd the expected number
of breakpoints after k random rearrangements. The result
is extended in Section 3.3, where the requirement on the
Markov property is relaxed; the result is an approximation
to the expected number of breakpoints. The error bounds on
the approximation are shown in Section 3.4. The main result
is in Section 3.5, where we develop the technique for rearrangement classes that are mixtures of other rearrangement
classes. The technique is then applied to the Generalized
Nadeau-Taylor model of genome rearrangements in Section
3.6.
3.2 Single Rearrangement Class Models Where
the Breakpoints Satisfy Markov Property

We start with a simpler case by considering any rearrangement class E that has the property the two quantities s(ijG; E) and u(ijG; E) are independent of the past history and the current genome G to be acted upon. Then
fBi (Gk )jk  0g is a Markov process, as is shown in the
following theorem:

Theorem 1. Assume E is a class of rearrangements such
that s(ijG; E) and u(ijG; E) do not depend upon genome G.
Let their common values be s(ijE) and u(ijE), respectively.
Then

Definition 1. Given any class of rearrangements
satis es the assumption in Theorem 2, we set

Fk (E) =



k
Pijk = s(ijE) 1 (1 s(ijE) u(ijE)) :
1 (1 s(ijE) u(ijE))

0

0

Lemma

3.3 The Lower and Upper Bounds Technique
for Single Rearrangement Class Models

For many other classes of rearrangements, the parameters regarding transitions of Bi (G)'s state depend not only
on Bi (G) but on other properties of G. For example, the
number of inversions that make genes g and g adjacent
on signed genomes depend on the number of genes between
these two genes. However, for the rearrangement classes E
where s(ijG; E) does not depend on G, we can obtain upper
and lower bounds on the expected number of breakpoints
and thus t.e.d. estimators.
Let umin (ijE) and umax (ijE) be the lower and upper bounds
of u(ijG; E) over all genomes G. Observe that a larger value
of u(ijG; E) means that genes gi and gi are more likely to
be made adjacent, given that they are currently not adjacent. This means Pijk , the probability of having a breakpoint between gene gi and gi after k rearrangements, is
monotone decreasing on u(ijG; E).

Proof.

2

=

=

+1

=
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Theorem 2. Assume E is a class of rearrangements such
that s(ijE) is independent of the genome G currently acted
upon. Let umin (ijE) and umax (ijE) be de ned as in the previous paragraph. We have PiLjk  Pijk  PiHjk for all k, where



= s(ijE) 11 (1(1

PiHjk = s(ijE) 1 (1
1 (1

PiLjk

s(ijE)
s(ijE)
s(ijE)
s(ijE)

:

In this section we bound the absolute and relative errors
ofLthe estimator Fk (E) with respect
to E [BP (Gk ; G )]. Let
Ri = 1 s(ijE) umax (ijE), and RiH = 1 s(ijE) umin (ijE).
Note (RiL)k  (RiH )k ; 8k  0. We now bound the error of
the estimator Fk (E).
1.
1 (P H P L )  umax (ijE) umin (ijE)
2 ijk ijk
2 s(ijE)

+1

1

2

i=0

3.4 Error Bounds on the Technique Using Upper and Lower Bounds

We have the following recurrence:
Pijk
= Pr(B (Gk ) = 1)
= (1 Pijk )s(ijE) + Pijk (1 u(ijE))
= Pijk (1 s(ijE) u(ijE)) + s(ijE)
Pij = 0
The proof follows by solving the recurrence.
1

PiLjk + PiHjk

The function Fk (E) is an approximation to the expected number of breakpoints after k random rearrangements drawn from
E.

Proof.

+1

n
X

E that

1 (P H P L ) = 1 s(ijE)  1 (RiH )k 1 (RiL )k 
2 ijk ijk 2
1 RiH
1 RiL
1 s(ijE) kX((RH )j (RL )j )
i
i
2
j
1
1 s(ijE) X
((RiH )j (RiL )j )
2
j
1 s(ijE)  1
1 
2
1 RiH 1 RiL
s(ijE)(umax (ijE) umin (ijE))
2(s(ijE) + umin (ijE))(s(ijE) + umax (ijE))
umax (ijE) umin (ijE)
2 s(ijE)
1

=0

=0

Theorem

3.

For all k  0,

n
X
umax

(ijE) umin (ijE) :
2s(ijE)
i
In addition, for all i : 0  i  n, if umax (ijE) (and thus
umin (ijE)) is O(s(ijE)=n), (the case for random inversions,

k

umax (ijE))
umax (ijE))

umin (ijE))k
umin (ijE))

jFk (E) E [BP (Gk ; G )]j 
0

=0

transpositions, and inverted transpositions), then

jFk (E) E [BP (Gk ; G )]j = O(1):
0

Proof. The two recursions determined by umin (ijE) and
umax (ijE) can be solved using Theorem 1. The last step is
to prove the inequality bounding Pijk by PiLjk and PiHjk for
all k using induction. When k = 0, all three quantities are

0. The induction step is as follows:
PiLjk
= PiLjk (1 s(ijE) umax (ijE)) + s(ijE)
 Pijk (1 s(ijE) u(ijGk ; E)) + s(ijE) = Pijk
 PiHjk (1 s(ijE) umin (ijE)) + s(ijE) = PiHjk

The error is at most one half of the maximum difference between Pni PiHjk (E) and Pni PiLjk (E); the result
follows from Lemma 1.
When both umin (ijE) and umax (ijE) are O( s injE ), the error is at most
n
n
X
umax (ijE) umin (ijE) = X
O( 1 ) = O(1)
2 s(ijE)
n
Proof.

=0

=0

(

+1

+1

i=0

+1
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i=0

)

2. Let sl = min
infs(ijE)g, sh = max
infs(ijE)g,
rl = min
infs(ijE) + umin (ijE)g, and rh = max
infs(ijE) +
umax (ijE)g. For all k  1,
sl rl 
Fk (E)
 sh rh
s r
E [BP (G ; G )] s r
Lemma

0

The new recurrence is
s(ijE) = Pr(Bi (Gk ) = 1jBi (Gk ) = 0)
= Pr(k 2 Sep(ijGk ; E) j Bi (Gk ) = 0)
m
X
=
Pr(k 2 Sep(ijGk ; Ej ) j Bi (Gk ) = 0)

0

0

+1

0

h h

k

0

l l

j =1

=

We only prove the upper bound, as the lower
bound is the reciprocal of the upper bound and can be
proven similarly.
Let w = 1 rl and v = 1 rh ; we have
v  w, 1 wk  1 v k , and
Pn
max
PH
PiHjk
Fk (E)

in ijk
i
 Pn P L 
L
E [BP (Gk ; G )]
min
i
ijk
in Pijk
k



sh 1 w
1 w = sh (1 v) 1 wk

k
sl (1 w)
1 vk
sl 1 v
1 v
s
(1
h
 s (1 wv)) = ssh rrh
l
l l
Proof.

=0

0

=0

Similarly,

u(ijGk ; E)

m
X
j =1

j s(ijEj )

= Pr(Bi (Gk ) = 0jBi (Gk ) = 1)
m
X
=
j uj (ijGk ; Ej ); 8k  0
+1

j =1

0

0

umin (ijE)

=

umax (ijE)

=

m
X
j =1
m
X
j =1

j umin (ijEj )
j umax (ijEj )

= (1 Pijk )s(ijE) + Pijk (1 u(ijGk ; E))
= Pijk (1 s(ijE) u(ijGk ; E)) + s(ijE)
Pij = 0
Results similar to Theorems 3 and 4 on error bounds can
be obtained for multiple classes:
Pijk+1
0

If sh =sl = 1 + ( n1 ) and 8i : 0  i
(and thus umin (ijE)) is O(s(ijE)=n), then

Theorem

umax (ijE)

4.

 n,

Theorem 5. Consider the estimator Fk (E) de ned in Definition 1 with the parameters s(ijE), umin (ijE), and umax (ijE)
in the previous paragraphs. If the assumptions in Theorems
3 and 4 regarding these parameters are satis ed, then

Fk (E)
= 1 + O( n1 )
E [BP (Gk ; G )]
0

Proof.

Follows from Lemma 2.

0

0

We can easily extend the results to a mixture of di erent rearrangement classes. Consider m classes of rearrangements, E ; : : : ; Em , where Ei = (A(Ei); fEi ); 1  i  m. For
any rearrangement , let j = Pr( 2 Ej ); 1  j  m.
Assume j does not depend on genome G, the genome currently acted upon. Let s(ijEj ), u(ijG; Ej ), umin (ijEj ), and
umax (ijEj ) be the parameters corresponding to Ej as dened in Theorem 2. Let E = (Am(E); fE ) be the rearrangement
and fE (rjG) =
Pm class such that A(E) = [j A(Ej ), m
f
(
r
j
G
).
Then
Sep(
i
j
G;
E)
=
[
Sep(ijG; Ej ),
j
E
j
j
j
and Uni(ijG; E) = [mj Uni(ijG; Ej ).
The hierarchical way of choosing rearrangements ( rst
choose the rearrangement class, then choose one rearrangement among others in the class chosen) during evolution allows two rearrangements in di erent rearrangement classes
to produce the same results, while retaining the additivity
of probability:
Pr( =  jG = G )
m
X
Pr( =  jG = G ; Ej chosen) Pr(Ej chosenjG = G )
=
1

=1

=1

=1

0

=

j =1
m
X
j =1

0

0

0

and

1

3.5 Upper and Lower Bounds Estimation with
Multiple Rearrangement Classes

=1

jFk (E) E [BP (Gk ; G )]j = O(1);
Fk (E)
 

E [BP (Gk ; G )]
1
where  = 1 + O( ).

0

j fEj (0 jG0 )

n

Proof.

Follows from Theorems 3 and 4.

3.6 A t.e.d. Estimator for the Generalized NadeauTaylor Model

Recall that in the Generalized Nadeau-Taylor model, all
three types of rearrangements can occur: inversions, transpositions, and inverted transpositions. Given as part of the
model are two values and such that the probability a rearrangement is an inversion, a transposition, or an inverted
transpositions is 1
, , and , respectively. Let H denote this model. In this section we use the techniques given
above in order to derive an estimator of the true evolutionary
distance (t.e.d.) between genomes, when the permitted rearrangements include inversions, transpositions, and inverted
transpositions, and given arbitrarily de ned probabilities on
the three classes of rearrangements.
We rst show how to compute s, umin , and umax by the
following example. Assuming the inversion only ( = =
0) model on circular genomes, we can assume that g has
positive sign and is at the rst position (i.e. we use the
canonical representation), and we only need to consider the
set of inversions that do not involve g . By symmetry of
1

1
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least O(minfN ; ng) distinct breakpoint distance values. Consider the value r, the number of inversions needed to produce a genome that is close to random; we can use this as an
upper bound of k in computing the recursion. Both our simulation (see Section 4.2 and Figure 1) and the IEBP formula
show that it is reasonable to set r = un for some constant u
that is suÆciently larger than 1 (in our experiment u = 2:5
is enough).
We can improve the running time by the following implementation. For each k, the value k that minimizes jFk
DBP (G)j can be found in O(log r) time using the bisection
method. Since there are at most n + 1 distinct nonzero
breakpoint distance values, we create an array that stores
the IEBP distances corresponding to each possible breakpoint distance value, and use the corresponding breakpoint
distance values as indices. When a new breakpoint distance
value is encountered we compute the IEBP distance and
store it in the array. Therefore computing the IEBP distances for N genomes takes O(N +minfn; N g log r) time.
We summarize the discussion as follows:

circular genomes and the model we only need to look at
P jk , i.e. the distribution of the rst breakpoint. Then s is
the probability of breaking g and g  apart assuming that
g is followed by g . Out of all n inversions there are
n 1 inversions
 that have one endpoint acting on g , so
s = (n 1)= n = 2=n. Now consider umin and umax , the
minimum and maximum probability of bringing g and g
adjacent given they were not before the inversion is applied.
The worst case is when the sign of g is positive (by the
assumption, g cannot have the positive sign and follow g
before the inversion is applied) so that no inversion removes
the breakpoint between g and g , hence umin = 0. If the
sign of g is negative, for every possible position for g there
is exactly one inversion that brings g to thenposition
right

after g and make it positive. So umax = 1= .
Recall the estimator given in De nition 1. We can tighten
the error bounds obtained in Theorem 3, as follows:

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

1

1

2

2

2

2

1

2

6. For all k > 0,
jFk (H) E [BP (Gk ; G )]j  1 + n 1 1 ;
Fk (H)  
 
E [BP (Gk ; G )]
where  = 1 +
n + O (n ) .

2

Theorem

0

and

Theorem 7. Let n be the number of genes in each genome,
and let N be the number of genomes. We can compute
the IEBP distances of all N2 pairs of genomes in O(N 2 +
minfn; N 2 g log n) time.

1

0

2+4 +2
2+ +

1

2

4. EXPERIMENTS

The proof involves in computing the quantities
s, umin , and umax . The absolute error bound follows from
the proofPnof Theorem
3. For the relative error bound, we
H
i
=0 Pi k
look at Pni=1 PiLk directly to improve the result.
Proof.

4.1 Introduction

In this section we present the results of our experimental
performance study in which we compare various techniques
for estimating genomic distances, using simulations of evolution under the Generalized Nadeau-Taylor model. We rst
look at the behavior of the inversion and breakpoint distance as well as the IEBP distance correction on di erent
amounts of evolution (i.e. number of rearrangements) under the Generalized Nadeau-Taylor model. We then apply
neighbor joining to the three distances and compare the performance. Finally we show neighbor joining on IEBP is robust to errors in the model parameters, namely ( ; ).

j

j

We now de ne the t.e.d. estimator:
1. For every i = 1; : : : ; n and k = 1; : : : ; r (where r is
some large integer enough to bring a genome to randomness) compute s(ijH), umin (ijH) and umax (ijH)
to obtain PiLjk , PiHjk , and thus Fk (H) = Pni (PiLjk +
PiHjk ). These parameters only depend on n, k, and
.
2. For each pair of genomes G and G0 , we estimate the
true evolutionary distance bk(G; G0 ) as follows:
(a) Compute the breakpoint distance b between them.
(b) Return integer bk(G; G0 ) = k that minimizes
1
2

n
X
i=0

2

=0

4.2 Fitness of the Estimators

In this study, we simulated evolution under the Generalized Nadeau-Taylor model of genome evolution under three
probability settings (inversion only, equiprobable transposition and inverted transpositions, and equiprobable inversions, transpositions, and inverted transpositions). The three
distances we look at are:
 BP, the breakpoint distance,
 INV, the inversion distance, meaning the minimum
number of inversions needed to transform one genome
into another (computed in linear time using the algorithm given in [2]; see also [9, 12]), and
 IEBP, the estimator described in Section 3.6, which
estimates the actual number of rearrangements in the
Generalized Nadeau-Taylor model.
We focus on the performance for the case with 120 genes
(the typical number of genes in a chloroplast genome [11]).
For each setting for the relative probabilities of rearrangements, we generate 5000 datasets. In each dataset we choose

Fk (H) b :

We call the estimator IEBP, where IEBP stands for \the
inverse of the expected number of breakpoints."
The parameters s(ijGk ; H), umin (ijH) and umax (ijH) do
not change as i takes di erent value in f1; : : : ; ng for circular genomes. For linear genomes these parameters do not
change for i = 1; : : : ; n 1, so we only need compute parameters for i = 0; 1; and n. This means Fk (H) can be
computed in constant time for each value
 of k.
For the purpose of computing all n pairwise distances,
let N be the number of genomes and the dimension of the
distance matrix. We need to compute the distance for at
2

641

lengths), we generate 100 datasets of genomes as follows.
First, we generate a random leaf-labeled tree (from the uniform distribution on topologies). The leaf-labeled tree and
the parameter settings thus de ne a model tree in the Generalized Nadeau-Taylor model. We run the simulator on the
model tree, and produce a set of genomes at the leaves.
Given each set of genomes, we compute the breakpoint
distance, the minimum inversion distance, and the IEBP
distance. We then compute neighbor joining trees on each
of these distance matrices, and compare the resultant trees
to the true tree. The results of this experiment are in
Figure 2(a)-(c). The x-axis is the maximum normalized
edit distance (as computed by the linear time algorithm for
minimum inversion distances given in [2]) between any two
genomes in the input, and hence ranges between 0 and 1.
Distance matrices with some normalized edit distances close
to 1 are said to be \saturated", and the recovery of accurate
trees from such datasets is considered to be very diÆcult
[10]. The y-axis is the false negative rate (i.e. the proportion of missing edges), and hence also ranges between 0 and
1. False negative rates of less than 5% are excellent, but
false negative rates of up to 10% can be tolerated.
Note that neighbor joining obtains highly accurate trees
using IEBP distances, even when the maximum normalized
edit distance is close to saturation. By comparison, neighbor
joining obtains much poorer estimates of the true tree using
BP distances, and demonstrates a sharp decline in accuracy
as the input approaches saturation. The performance of
neighbor joining under INV distances is interesting: it is better, in some cases, than our theoretically obtained estimates
of the actual number of rearrangements in the inversion-only
scenario; this is explained by the tness experiment that the
INV distance has a smaller variance than the breakpoint and
IEBP distances when the uncorrected distance is small, and
the linear region is wide enough only in this setting. In the
other two settings, the INV distance curve has smaller linear
regions, so the accuracy of the neighbor joining trees under
INV distances declines.

k, the number of actual rearrangements, uniformly between
0 and 300, then apply k rearrangements with the setting of

relative probabilities on an unrearranged genome. Note the
maximum number of events, 300, is 2:5 times the number
of genes. The experiments show this amount of rearrangements is more than enough to transform a genome close to a
random one, hence making it diÆcult for any method to reconstruct the evolutionary history. We then generate error
bar plots by comparing the three distances with the actual
number of rearrangements: INV distance, BP distance, and
IEBP distance. The result of this experiment is shown in
Figure 1.
As the experiment shows, IEBP produces linear estimates
of the actual number of rearrangements, and produces much
better ts than, for example, the breakpoint distance, or
the minimum inversion distance. Consider the initial segment of the x-axis in which each estimator is close to linear.
This segment is largest for the IEBP estimator; for the INV
distance, this region is at least as large as that of the BP
distance in all three probability settings. The linear regions
of INV and BP distances have similar width under di erent
probability settings except for the inversion-only scenario:
the rst region of INV distance curve is considerably larger,
up to almost 100 in the x-axis coordinate, while the breakpoint distance curve is clearly bended when it is close to 100
in the x-axis coordinate. This is not surprising, since INV
distances are expected to work best when only inversions are
present, while the breakpoint distances are less dependent
on the type of rearrangements. When the number of rearrangements between two genomes is high, both INV and
BP distances tend to underestimate the actual number of
events. In all three probability settings IEBP distance has
a larger variance than the other two distances, and INV has
the smallest variance.
4.3 Performance of Neighbor Joining under
Various Estimators

In this section we explore the performance of neighbor
joining (NJ) under di erent ways of calculating genomic distances. The settings are in Table 1.
Given an inferred tree by some methods to be tested, we
compare its \topological accuracy" by computing \false negatives" with respect to the \true tree" [13, 8]. We begin
by de ning the true tree. During the evolutionary process,
some edges of the model tree may have no changes on them.
Since reconstructing such edges is at best guesswork, we are
not interested in these edges. Hence, we de ne the true tree
to be the result of contracting those edges in the model tree
on which there are no changes.
We now de ne how we score a reconstructed tree, by comparison to the true tree. Given the true tree T , we de ne
the set C (T ) to be the set of bipartitions on the leaf set in-0
duced by edge-deletions
from T . Similarly, given a tree T ,
we de
ne
C (T 0 ). An edge of the true tree is \missing" in T 0
if T 0 does not contain an edge de ning the same bipartition;
such an edge is called a false negative. The false negative
rate is the number of missing edges divided by the number
of bipartitions in T .
The input to our simulator is a rooted leaf-labeled tree and
the associated parameters (i.e. branch lengths, and the relative probabilities of inversions, transpositions, and inverted
transpositions). For each setting of the parameters (number of leaves, probabilities of rearrangements, and branch

4.4 Robustness to Unknown Model Parameters

In this section we demonstrate the robustness of the IEBP
estimator when the model parameters are unknown. The
settings are the same in Table 1. The experiment is similar
to that of Experiment 2, except we use both the correct and
the incorrect values of ( ; ) for the IEBP distance. The
results are in Figure 3. These results suggest that neighbor
joining on IEBP is robust against errors in ( ; ).
This robustness is partially predicted by our earlier experiment shown in Figure 1. From Figure 1 we know the di erent breakpoint distance curves, despite the di erent model
parameters ( ; ), have very similar shapes. Since IEBP is
based on the breakpoint distance, and neighbor joining only
needs the input to be close to a constant multiple of the true
evolutionary distance, the neighbor joining performances on
IEBP should not be hampered even the model parameters
are erroneous.
5. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a new polynomial time algorithm for estimating the actual number of rearrangements
that have taken place in the evolutionary history between
two signed genomes, in which inversions, transpositions, and
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Figure 1: Fitness of the estimators. The number of genes in the experiment is 120. Each plot is a comparison
between some distance measure and the actual number of rearrangements: (a), (d), and (g) are on INV
distances, (b), (e), and (h) are on BP distances, and (c), (f), and (i) are on IEBP distances. The x-axis is
divided into 30 bins; the vertical bars indicate the amount of the standard deviation in each bin.
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inverted transpositions are permitted. Our simulation study
shows that neighbor joining produces highly accurate results
using the corrected distance. We have successfully applied
the method in getting accurate initial estimates for breakpoint and inversion phylogeny analysis [14]. They enable
more accurate reconstructions of evolutionary trees on whole
genomes, an increasingly important problem in comparative
genomics.
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Parameter
1. Number of genes
2. Number of leaves
3. Expected number of
rearrangements in each edge
4. Probability settings: ( ; )y
5. Datasets for each setting

1
3

1
3

The probability that a rearrangement is an inversion, a transposition, or an inverted transposition is 1

,

, and

, respectively.

Table 1: Settings for the neighbor joining performance simulation study.
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Figure 2: Neighbor joining performance under several distance corrections. See Table 1 for the settings.
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Figure 3: Neighbor joining performance for various distance estimators using correct and incorrect evolutionary model parameters. See Table 1 for the settings. Note that BP and INV distances are uniquely de ned
by the pairs of genomes and do not require the knowledge of the model. NJ(BP) and NJ(INV) are included
for comparative purposes.
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